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… There is deep down within all of us an instinct. It's a kind of drum major instinct—a desire to be out front, a 

desire to lead the parade, a desire to be first… We all want to be important, to surpass others, to achieve distinction, to 

lead the parade…  You know, we begin early to ask life to put us first. Our first cry as a baby was a bid for attention. And all 

through childhood the drum major impulse or instinct is a major obsession. Children ask life to grant them first place. 

They are a little bundle of ego. And they have innately the drum major impulse or the drum major instinct. 

Now in adult life, we still have it, and we really never get by it. We like to do something good. And you know, we 

like to be praised for it... Everybody likes it, as a matter of fact. And somehow this warm glow we feel when we are praised 

or when our name is in print is something of the vitamin A to our ego. Nobody is unhappy when they are praised, even if 

they know they don't deserve it and even if they don't believe it… Now the presence of the drum major instinct is why so 

many people are "joiners." You know, there are some people who just join everything. And it's really a quest for attention 

and recognition and importance…  

Now the presence of this instinct explains why we are so often taken by advertisers. You know, those gentlemen of 

massive verbal persuasion. And they have a way of saying things to you that kind of gets you into buying. In order to be a 

man of distinction, you must drink this whiskey. In order to make your neighbors envious, you must drive this type of car. 

In order to be lovely to love you must wear this kind of lipstick or this kind of perfume. And you know, before you know it, 

you're just buying that stuff. That's the way the advertisers do it. 

… And you know what else [this instinct] causes to happen? It often causes us to live above our means. It's nothing 

but the drum major instinct. Do you ever see people buy cars that they can't even begin to buy in terms of their income? 

[laughter] You've seen people riding around in Cadillacs and Chryslers who don't earn enough to have a good T-Model 

Ford. But it feeds a repressed ego. 

… But now the problem is, it is the drum major instinct. And you know, you see people over and over again with 

the drum major instinct taking them over. And they just live their lives trying to outdo the Joneses. They got to get this 

coat because this particular coat is a little better and a little better-looking than Mary's coat. And I got to drive this car 

because it's something about this car that makes my car a little better than my neighbor's car... 

There comes a time that the drum major instinct can become destructive. And that's where I want to move now. I 

want to move to the point of saying that if this instinct is not harnessed, it becomes a very dangerous, pernicious instinct… 

The drum major instinct can lead to exclusivism in one's thinking and can lead one to feel that because he has some 

training, he's a little better than that person who doesn't have it. Or because he has some economic security, that he's a 

little better than that person who doesn't have it. And that's the uncontrolled, perverted use of the drum major instinct. 

… Do you know that a lot of the race problem grows out of the drum major instinct? A need that some people have 

to feel superior. A need that some people have to feel that they are first, and to feel that their white skin ordained them to 
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be first. And they have said over and over again in ways that we see with our own eyes. In fact, not too long ago, a man 

down in Mississippi said that God was a charter member of the White Citizens Council.  And so God being the charter 
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member means that everybody who's in that has a kind of divinity, a kind of superiority. And think of what has happened 

in history as a result of this perverted use of the drum major instinct. It has led to the most tragic prejudice, the most 

tragic expressions of man's inhumanity to man. 

The other day I was saying, I always try to do a little converting when I'm in jail. And when we were in jail in 

Birmingham the other day, the white wardens and all enjoyed coming around the cell to talk about the race problem. And 

they were showing us where we were so wrong demonstrating. And they were showing us where segregation was so right. 

And they were showing us where intermarriage was so wrong. So I would get to preaching, and we would get to 

talking—calmly, because they wanted to talk about it. And then we got down one day to the point—that was the second or 

third day—to talk about where they lived, and how much they were earning. And when those brothers told me what they 

were earning, I said, "Now, you know what? You ought to be marching with us. [laughter] You're just as poor as Negroes." 

And I said, "You are put in the position of supporting your oppressor, because through prejudice and blindness, you fail to 

see that the same forces that oppress Negroes in American society oppress poor white people. And all you are living on is 

the satisfaction of your skin being white, and the drum major instinct of thinking that you are somebody big because you 

are white. And you're so poor you can't send your children to school. You ought to be out here marching with every one of 

us every time we have a march." 

Now that's a fact. That the poor white has been put into this position, where through blindness and prejudice, he 

is forced to support his oppressors. And the only thing he has going for him is the false feeling that he’s superior because 

his skin is white—and can't hardly eat and make his ends meet week in and week out. 

And not only does this thing go into the racial struggle, it goes into the struggle between nations. And I would 

submit to you this morning that what is wrong in the world today is that the nations of the world are engaged in a bitter, 

colossal contest for supremacy. And if something doesn't happen to stop this trend, I'm sorely afraid that we won't be here 

to talk about Jesus Christ and about God and about brotherhood too many more years…  

… Jesus gave us a new norm of greatness. If you want to be important—wonderful. If you want to be 

recognized—wonderful. If you want to be great—wonderful. But recognize that he who is greatest among you shall be your 

servant. That's a new definition of greatness. [By] giving that definition of greatness, it means that everybody can be great, 

because everybody can serve. You don't have to have a college degree to serve. You don't have to make your subject and 

your verb agree to serve. You don't have to know about Plato and Aristotle to serve… You only need a heart full of grace, a 

soul generated by love. And you can be that servant…  

Yes, if [at my funeral] you want to say that I was a drum major, say that I was a drum major for justice. Say that I 

was a drum major for peace. I was a drum major for righteousness. And all of the other shallow things will not matter. I 

won't have any money to leave behind. I won't have the fine and luxurious things of life to leave behind. But I just want to 

leave a committed life behind. And that's all I want to say. 

1 A white supremacist organization 


